COUNTRY: Cuba/Spain

SUNJECT: Soliciting of Aid for Arms and Ammunition by Los Juramentados, an Anti-Castro Group

cia Has No Objection To Declassification and/or Release of CIA Information in This Document, Except the Brackets

DATE OF INFO: April 1964
PLACE & DATE ACQ.: Spain, Madrid (17 April 1964)

RECIPIENT: CS-3/581,774

THIS IS UNEVALUATED INFORMATION. SOURCE GRADINGS ARE DEFINITIVE. APPRAISAL OF CONTENT IS TENTATIVE.
Jun 2 10 12 AM '64

Carlos Bandin Cruz, leader of a faction of the Movimiento de Recuperacion Revolucionaria (MRR, Movement for Revolutionary Recovery):

Dr. Luis Conte Aguero.

JUN 15 '64

Headquarters Comment. This probably refers to Francisco Alaba Trelles, who in August 1963 was reported to be the secretary general of the Federacion de Instituciones Juridicas Cubanas (FIJC).
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